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ABSTRACT: A dataset of 160 National Meteorological Observatory stations with long-term monthly
temperature data for China was analyzed to assess the seasonal variation of the spatial temperature
structure across China in the past half century. Different warming trends were found for the different
seasons: the extent of warming is stronger and more widespread in winter than in summer. Warming
is more pronounced at higher latitude, particularly in winter. The possible mechanisms of seasonal
variation in climate warming include effects of greenhouse gases, increased cloud cover due to
increases in sulfate aerosols, and local processes such as changes in land use and urban heat island
effects.
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The dataset from 160 NMO stations with longterm monthly temperature data was provided by the

National Climatic Center (NCCC) of the China
Meteorological Administration (CMA) and contains
values from January 1951 to December 2002. The
density of stations is lower in the sparsely populated
high mountainous and desert areas of western and
NW China, and especially on the Tibetan Plateau
(Fig. 1). The Mann-Kendall trend test (Mann 1945,
Kendall 1955), a widely used non-parametric test for
detecting trends in time series, described in Lu et
al. (2004), was used in this follow-up study to evaluate whether there was any sharp change in seasonal temperature at each station during the past 52
years. The significance levels in this study were α =
0.05. We denominate a year with a sharp change in
temperature a ‘mutation point’, or simply mutation.
The analyzed mutation points for each station were
compared with one another, to determine the relative response to global warming at different
locations and in various seasons in China. In addition, correlation analysis was applied to determine
the seasonal pattern of temperature changes across
China.
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1. INTRODUCTION
China has a typical continental monsoon climate that
varies greatly between seasons, especially between winter and summer. Thus, it is relevant to study the seasonal
difference of climate in China. In an earlier study (Lu et
al. 2004) analyzed the regional structure of global warming across China using the definition of warming-up
points (mutation points) over various regions of China. In
this study, we provide additional results on the regional
warming structure across China during the second half
of the 20th century, based on a long-term (52 yr) monthly
temperature dataset from 160 stations maintained by the
National Meteorological Observatory (NMO) in China.
The warming-up points were calculated using the
procedure described by Lu et al. (2004).

2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
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warming mutation, except in SW China.
The stations with a significant cooling
mutation are located in Szechwan and
Yunnan. Unlike the widespread pattern
in summer, the winter pattern is more
regionalized.
There exists a temperature decline in
SW China all year round. The same
result, a temperature decline in SW
China from the 1950s to the 1980s, was
obtained by Ding & Dai (1994). They
suggested that this resulted from the
influence of the Tibetan Plateau. By
using a latitudinal average energy balance model, Birchfield & Wertman
(1983) found that average land surface
temperature in the Northern Hemisphere would rise linearly with an
increase in solar radiation, if there were
no influence by landforms. From an ice
core study, Thompson et al. (1997) found
Fig. 1. Location of the 160 meteorological stations analyzed, showing
that historically the climate in Tibet has
administrative regions in China
cooled rapidly, and warmed slowly.
Thus, the lag in the response of Tibet to
global warming could exert dynamical
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and thermal influences on the surrounding climate,
e.g. by increasing temperature differences and atmos3.1. Seasonal structure of regional temperature
pheric circulation between the Tibetan Plateau and the
variation
surrounding regions. The strengthened circulation
results in a temperature decline in the areas around
The Mann-Kendall trend test result for summer temTibet, so that these areas also lag in warming, comperature (Fig. 2), shows 4 groups of stations with differpared to other areas. Especially in summer, relatively
ent variation trends and significance: 50 stations with a
warm air over the plateau rises and then descends in
significant warming mutation are distributed in clusters in NE, western and southD Warming significant
ern China; 40 stations with a significant
Z Warming not significant
cooling mutation are clustered across eastQ Cooling significant
central and NW China; 64 stations have a
F Cooling not significant
not significant warming trend; 6 stations
have a not significant cooling trend. The
distributions of stations with different temperature variation trends indicates that
warming and cooling in summer are
regional, not general, phenomena, and
largely due to local factors.
Fig. 3 shows the Mann-Kendall test
result for the winter temperature. There
are more stations with a significant warming mutation and fewer stations with a significant temperature decline mutation than
in summer. Overall, there are 3 groups: 120
stations with significant warming mutations, 32 with a not significant warming
trend, and 8 with significant cooling mutaFig. 2. Trends of change in summer temperature in China for 1951–2002
tions. Therefore, there is a significant
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characterized by a decrease in total and direct radiation, and a small increase in diffuse
radiation; they found a negative linear relationship between a clearness index and diffuse radiation, and they concluded that the
increase in air pollution and decrease in relative sunshine cause a decrease in total and direct radiation. Qian & Giorgi (2000) observed a statistically significant cooling trend
over the Sichuan Basin of SW China associated with increasing atmospheric aerosol
optical density. Therefore, regional temperature decreases in China are also due to the increasing atmospheric aerosol concentrations.

D Warming significant
Z Warming not significant
Q Cooling significant
F Cooling not significant

3.2. Seasonal structure of regional
temperature variation
The extent of temperature increase was
analyzed spatially by Lu et al. (2004). To
show the seasonal temperature increase
extent, we calculated winter and summer temperature differences at each station between the periods
1951–1960 and 1993–2002. The latitudinal distribution of the seasonal temperature variation difference
(Fig. 4) shows that the extent of warming increases
with increasing latitude, and that this is more pronounced in winter. In addition, warming in winter is
much greater than in summer at each station, and the
difference increases with latitude. This is similar to
results for the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula
obtained by Vaughan et al. (2003), who concluded

Fig. 3. Trends of change in winter temperature in China for 1951–2002

the neighboring areas, and this results in a vast region
of temperature decline. In winter the high pressure
over the Tibetan Plateau attracts the Mongolia High
Pressure system, and the resulting much stronger high
pressure leads to airflow southward down the SE margin of the plateau and causes a decline in temperature
in the corresponding area. Moreover, in summer the
westerly winds are divided by the plateau and their
northern branch follows the northern margin of Tibet;
this poleward airflow causes the temperature to
increase to the north of Tibet, counteracting the previous cooling effect. However, to the
east of Tibet the equatorward airflow
leads to a temperature decrease, compounding the plateau-induced temperature decline; the combined effect
overrides the global warming trend.
Sulfate aerosols also influence the
temperature records from the 160
stations. Surface cooling caused by increased concentrations of short-lived
sulfate aerosols has masked underlying
climatic trends over several industrial
areas (Mitchell & Johns 1997). Similarly, heating of urban meteorological
stations has long been suspected to
mask the warming due to greenhouse
gas emissions. By analyzing global
direct and diffuse solar radiation data
on horizontal surfaces at stations in
Shanghai, Nanjing and Hangzhou for
the period from 1961 to 2000, Zhang et
Fig. 4. Latitudinal distribution of the extent of warming in China
al. (2004) found that eastern China is
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that winter temperatures have greater variability than
summer temperatures. Chapman & Walsh (1993) and
Serreze et al. (2000) also found that the strongest
warming has occurred during the winter and spring.
Based on China’s observational data from 1951–1990,
Zhai & Ren (1997) found that minimum temperatures
were generally increasing throughout China, with
dominant warming trends at the higher latitudes.
Also, Liu & Leopold (2003) found that between 2 and
3.1 million yr BP the temperature in North China
oscillated cyclically, with a declining trend in mean
annual temperature, largely as a result of colder winter temperatures; they noted that temperature gradient from the North Pole to mid-latitudes was fairly
flat when the pole was warm, but 1.5 to 2 times
steeper when the pole was cold. Therefore,
temperature variation increases at higher latitudes.
Research on the Mid-Holocene optimum (Du et al.
1989, An et al. 1990, Kong et al. 1991, Tang et al.
1991, Shi & Kong 1993, Zhang 1993, Yao et al. 1998)
indicates that 6000 yr BP winter temperature in eastern China was 2.5°C higher at present, and that in
western China it was 3 to 4°C higher. Winter warming also occurred in North America in the MidHolocene optimum (Wright et al. 1993).
Spatial differences in the extent of temperature variation probably result from the different continentalities
of the mid- to high latitude areas. Continentality generally increases with latitude in China, and the higher
latitude region is more sensitive to a global change
than the lower latitude region. Furthermore, the vegetation growing period is shorter at higher latitudes.
The increase in vegetation in the summer can change
the thermal capacity of the land surface in northern
China, resulting in a greenhouse-like effect (Chen et

al. 2002). This effect disappears during defoliation in
winter.
The longitudinal distribution of seasonal warming
(Fig. 5) equally shows that warming is greater in winter than in summer, especially between 97° and 120° E;
this may partly result from the influence of the Tibetan
Plateau in the west and the ocean in the east, and
partly from the latitude effect, because the stations
between 97° and 120° E are more numerous at higher
latitude. Thus the longitude differences in seasonal
warming are a combined result of land form, ocean
and latitude influences. A marked difference appears
around 94° E, which is similar to the grid data analyzed
by Lu et al. (2004).

3.3. Anthropogenic effects and global
temperature change
3.3.1. Greenhouse gas induced warming

Laat & Maurellis (2003) found that temperature
changes measured over the last 2 decades are locally
or regionally related to CO2 emissions. Demirba (2003)
also argued that CO2 and CO are the main greenhouse
gases (GHGs) associated with global warming. CO2 is
responsible for about 50% of the greenhouse effect,
the remainder being due to CH4, CFCs, halogens, N2O,
SO2, ozone and peroxyacetylnitrate, which are all produced by industrial and domestic activities (Dincer
2001). MacKay & Ko (2001) suggested that trends in
monthly temperature anomalies are attributable to the
combinations of GHGs.
China is the world’s second largest producer of
greenhouse gases, and with its rapid economical development, its emissions will increase
substantially in the future. Rapid economic expansion will need much
higher inputs of primary energy and
will release more greenhouse gases. In
their study of the 1951–1990 warming
in China, Zhai & Ren (1997) found that
warming mainly occurred at night,
which indicated that greenhouse effects intensify continuously. Of course,
the greenhouse effect is not completely caused by human activities; the
natural variation of the atmospheric
moisture and land surface vegetation
can also affect the greenhouse effect to
some degree. China’s GHG emissions
have fallen since 1996 (Streets et al.
2001), but the growing population and
economy will result in higher longFig. 5. Longitudinal distribution of the extent of warming in China
term releases.
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3.3.2. Sulfate aerosol-induced cooling
Aerosols of anthropogenic origin can have significant
climatic impacts, especially at the regional scale (e.g.
Wigley 1989, Charlson et al. 1990, 1992, Kiehl &
Briegleb 1993, Jones et al. 1994, Penner et al. 1994,
Haywood et al. 1997, Myhre et al. 1998, Haywood &
Boucher 2000, Kiehl et al. 2000). Anthropogenic aerosol
effects are believed to be especially important over East
Asia because of the rapid economic development of the
region and the consequent increase in pollution emissions. Smith et al. (2001) estimated that the centrally
planned Asia (CPA) region, dominated by China, is the
largest contributor to global sulfur dioxide emissions.
Sulfate aerosols can enhance cloudiness, causing
more solar radiation to be reflected back into space, a
negative forcing effect that suppresses the signal of
global warming. Also, sulfate aerosols themselves are
reflective even in clear skies. Giorgi et al. (2002) conducted a series of multi-year regional simulations
aimed at assessing the direct radiative forcing and climatic impact of anthropogenic sulfate and fossil fuel
soot. Using observed emissions of anthropogenic SO2,
they found that the direct effects of anthropogenic sulfate and soot can induce a surface cooling of –0.1 to
–0.7°C, highly variable at the subregional scale and
statistically significant over some regions of China.
They found that the aerosol radiative forcing is greatest over the Sichuan Basin of SW China and over some
areas of east and NE China. The forcing induces a surface cooling, which is also greatest over the Sichuan
Basin. Evidence of a possible anthropogenic aerosol
signal in the climate record over China has been presented, for example, by Qian & Giorgi (2000). They
observed a statistically significant cooling trend over
the Sichuan Basin, corresponding to increasing atmospheric aerosol optical density. The indirect effects
appear to explain the observed temperature record
over some regions of China, at least in the warm
season (Giorgi et al. 2003).

3.3.3 Surface process-induced warming
Surface processes are expected to have a very different impact on climate from that of the greenhouse
effect: their impact is local, not global. Laat & Maurellis (2003) concluded that local surface temperature
increases are linked to the degree of industrialization,
and their findings showed that a significant part of the
observed warming is related to processes other than
greenhouse warming. Therefore, surface processes
such as changes in land use and the urban heat effect
have an important influence on observed surface temperature changes (Gallo et al. 1996, 1999, Kalnay & Cai
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2003). Verburg et al. (1999) found that the most important land use conversions in China are caused by
urbanization, desertification and afforestation.
Ogunjemiyo et al. (2003) showed that the surface
cover types accounted for about 90% of the variations
in the measured airborne fluxes of CO2, sensible heat
and latent heat. Li et al. (2002) concluded that change
in vegetation cover can result in soil desiccation, thus
further affecting the temperature regime. Managed
grasslands are also major contributors to the biosphere–atmosphere exchange of GHGs, with fluxes
closely linked to management practices, soil type and
climatic conditions (Soussana et al. 2004). Fu (2003)
showed that, by altering the complex exchanges of
water and energy from surface to atmosphere, changes
in land cover have brought about significant changes
to the East Asian monsoon. The anthropogenic modification of the monsoon system will probably influence
regional temperature change in China. Forests also
affect the climate, and Hodge (2000)1 found that
replanted forests absorb much less CO2 than do natural forests, thus leaving more GHGs in the atmosphere. In North China, land cover change is driven by
desertification.
Urbanization is one of the strongest forces that drive
changes in land use. The processes of agricultural
restructuring, rural industrialization, and rapid urbanization in China since the 1990s have given rise to a
marked loss of farmland in favor of market farming and
non-agricultural developments (Lin & Ho 2003). Urban
expansion has changed land use/cover substantially
from 1987 to 2001 (Xiao et al. 2005). Zhang et al. (2003)
found that the rapid urbanization process induced by
economic development has converted vast areas of
cropland into urban and industrial surfaces. Between
1978 and 1995, the total cultivated land shrank from
99.4 to 95.0 million ha (CSSB 1996).
Although human activities impact temperature
trends locally and regionally, latitude and topography
are the dominating factors that affecting the warming
pattern in China. This is in agreement with the gridded
data analyzed by Lu et al. (2004), who found that land
forms and latitude effects seem to be dominating factors
influencing the climate of China in the 20th century.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Warming in China is greater in winter than in summer. Warming is also greater at higher latitudes, and
the difference in warming between summer and win-

1

Harper’s Magazine Weekly Review. Available
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ter increases with latitude as well. The latitudinal difference between summer and winter warming is partly
due to differences in continentality, and longitudinal
differences in warming are influenced by the landforms and ocean. The seasonal variation in vegetation
cover is probably a main factor for seasonal climate differences, particularly in northern China. Regional differences in seasonal warming also result from GHG
and aerosol emissions. Aerosols are probably responsible for some of the cooling in southern China in summer. In China as a whole, however, temperature variation is still dominated by the natural factors of latitude
and topography.
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